Observation Hike
Five Senses Nature Hunt

Things to Feel
___ Moss
___ Sandy soil
___ A hickory nut
___ A prickly plant
___ Soft leaf

Things to See
___ A bird nest
___ An animal burrow
___ Poison Ivy
___ A blue bird
___ A dragon fly
___ A snake
___ A mosquito

Things to Hear
___ A fly
___ A stick breaking
___ A woodpecker
___ A hawk
___ A squirrel

Things to Smell
___ A blue flower
___ A tree
___ A mushroom
___ Marsh mud
___ A rotten log

Things Happening
___ A deer running
___ An acorn falling
___ A beetles swimming
___ A spider jumping
___ A bird singing
___ Write in your own exciting event
___ Write in your own exciting event